
MR. and MRS. STANLEY KENDALL
1945 Washington Ave.

Wilmette, IL 60091

February 23 ,1982

THE ARCADIAN PUBLICATION

ATTN : R . Fabris

Dear Bob:
(

/*#

CONSERVE OUR WILDLIFE RESOURCES

As soon as it it finished) I will be sending

you a tape of my original Bally BASIC prog.

M-I FIND YOGI which is an update of the prog

I sent you in Jan. as G-II. The first one

was included on a tape of Basic Art and

mainly was to show my style, etc. The new

version includes algorithms
,
etc learned

from reading the ARCADIAN.

I developed a shorter and easier to use

system for entering single digit data into the computer without using the INPUT

\ J command or pressing GO which to me is always a pain! I simply use : X=KP-48 .

j* Multiply enteries can be made : X=KP-48; Y=KP-48; Z=KP-48 etc.

i ^ When recording a 'Bally Basic program onto tape I type the following on the keyboard

^ 'O ^
at the end /' : RETURN; RUN GO (RETURN, RUN & GO are pressed - not typed or spelled)

^ ^ and then stop the recorder. When the program is played into the computer : RETURN;

^
^ ^0 aPPear on the screen and the program will self-start.

q ^ When in ASTRO Basic I preform the following after I have created a new (or updated

j A prog.): Clear the screen and set NT=3. Then I press CLEAR; followed by any of a

^ 5 ^ number of different commands~'such as BC or FC=, BOX, CX= ,CY=, PRINT, etc. Then I

O prees GO several times to move the cursor down, enter : PRINT start the recorder and

0 ^ L~ press GO. Whatever is on the screen will be transferred to the tape along with the

-N - V prog, and will be transferred back onto the screen when the program is reloaded from
X jN

^ tape. This way titles, etc can be made to appear on the screen along with colors and

it is easier to see that the tape and computer are functioning correctly. In a way I

miss the listing on the screen in the Old Bally Basic system but I do not miss the

^ time. With the old system it was possible to load small segments of programs to be

k added to new programs. I kept a ’blank' program on tape and used it to start most

1^
^ of my new programs - not with ASTRO.

^

It is possible that the above algorithms, etc have appeared in older issues of the

^Arcadian (?). I sent you an order for V^L.III two months ago - almost.. You cashed

my check a month ago and I still have not\ec J-d Volume III which I really need

another couple of months and I will not be ^ogramming until late fall.

Best regards

,

tan



STANLEY KENDALL
1945 Washington Avenue — _
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